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HIGH ANGLE OF A'l'TACK TRANSITION
AND LOW ANGLE OF ATTACK LAUNCH PHASE AERODYNAMIC
STABILITY AND CONTROL OF GD/C B-18E-2, B-18E-3 DELTA
WING BOOSTER, AND LAUNCH CONFIGURATION OF Msc-040A ORBITER
AND TWIN PRESSURE FED BOOSTERS
By John DeBevoise and Robert F. McGinnis
SUMMARY
The test was a conventional stability and control test except for two aspects.
One wan the very high angles of attack at which the delta wing configurations
were tested (up to 60 degrees) at Mach numbers of 3 and 4.96. The other was
the installation of the orbiter and twin boosters in a manner that caused the
support system to induce normal forces and side forces on the aft portion of
the boosters at all Mach numbers; i.e., the support and the booster bodies
were close together, side by side.
In a previous test of similar delta-wing models, (MSFC 481) it was not pos-
sible to bring the angle of attack up to 60 degrees at Mach numbers of 3
and 5 because the bow shock from the model separated the tunnel boundary
layer to the extent that the reflected shock obviously affected the model,
and in some cases the flow broke down completely. In this test, the model
was located in" the tunnel somewhat higher (permitted by a shorter body) so
that the separation of the boundary layer on the tunnel floor was delayed





In a supersonic wind tunnel test, the forces on the model can be affected
by downstream pressure disturbances propagating upstream through regions of
subsonic flow. The usual pathway is the boundary layer on the sting. How-
ever, at the large angles of attack the velocity behind the bow shock be-
comes subsonic so that it is possible for downstream disturbances; e.g., the
reflected shock, to produce upstream effects behind the bow shock. Thus,
the measured forces and moments were affected when there was subsonic flow
behind the bow shock at the point where the reflected shock intersected the
bow shock. At Mach 3, the flow is subsonic behind the shock when the shock
wave angle is steeper than 64 degrees. At Mach 5, the angle is 66 degrees.
The Schlieren photographs must be examined to determine the angles of attack
at which these conditions occur. There is also the possibility that the
sting affected normal force and pitching moment measurements, but the proba-
bility of such interference is difficult to assess because the Schlieren
photographs are difficult to interpret in that region.
Regarding the parallel cluster arrangement in the Twin Pressure Fed Booster:
It was necessary to install a windshield over the rear half of the balance,
which protruded from the central body of the cluster. The force on the wind-
shield did not go through the balance. However, the windshield filled most
of the space between the booster bodies. Since it was not downstream of the
booster bodies it induced forces on them at all Mach numbers. Those forces


























angle of attack, angle between the projection
of the wind. XW-axis on the body X, Z-plane and
the body X-axis; degrees
sideslip angle, angle between the wind XW-axia
and the projection of this axis on the body
X-Z-plane; degrees
yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is
rotated ,toward the positive Y-axis; degrees
roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
air density; Kg/m3, slugS/ft3
speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
speed of vehicle relative to surrounding
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec .
dynamic pressure; l/2PV; psi, psf
Mach number; VIa














wing area; m2, ft2
reference area; m2, ft2
wing sp~n or reference span; m, ft, in






aerodynamic chord or reference
ft, in (see L f or LREF)
re





abbreviation far moment reference point
abbreviation far moment reference point
on X-axis
abbreviation far moment reference point
on Y-axis






























force or moment about the Y axis
moment about the Z axis




















normal force coefficient; FN!qS
axial force coefficient; FA/qS
base axial force coefficient;
[-1] [(Pb - PlX)/q] (Ab/S)
forebody axial force coefficient; CA - CAb
yawing moment coefficient; Mz/qS bref












Common to Both Axis Systems
pitching moment coefficient; My/~S i ref
side force coefficient; Fy/qS
Stability Axis System
lift force coefficient; Ft!qS
drag force coefficient; FrJqS
base drag, coefficient
forebody drag coefficient; CD - Cnt>
yawing moment coeff1~ient; Mz,s/qS bref
rolling momentcoeff1cient; MX,s/qS bref
lift-to-drag ratio; ctiOo



















horizontal tail incidence; positiye when
trailing edge down; degrees
symmetrical surface deflection angle; degrees;
positive defleetions are:
aileron - total aileron deflection;
(left aileron - right aileron)/2
canard trailing edge down
elevon trailing edge down
elevator - trailing edge down
flap trailing edge down
rudder trailing edge to'the lett
spoiler trailing edge down
tab trailing edge down with respect
to control surface
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle j degrees;
positive trailing edge down:
left aileron - trailing edge down
. right aileron trailing edge down
left elevon - trailing edge down
right elevon - trailing edge down
. lett spoiler - trailing edge down






















Axial force with tunnel corrections for weight
tare and balance interactions
Normal force with tunnel corrections for weight
tare and balance interactions
Side force corrected for weight tare, balance
interaction and tunnel effects
Rolling moment at balance center corrected for tares
and intera etion
Pitching moment at balance center corrected for
weight tare, balance interaction and tunnel effects
Moment reference center
Yawing moment at balance center corrected for tares
and balance interaction
Base pressure, relative to Poo
Cavity pressure, relative to Poo
Free stream static pressure
Location of center of normal force, measured from
nose
Distance from body base to MRP, positive when
MRP is ahead of base.
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
Basic B-18E-3 booster body. This part designation includes the
R5 rocket engines (4 engines with center engine removed), the
X4 rocket engine shrouds, the canard flats, and canopy.
Same as B30 except with blunt nose
Same as B30 except with 8-ft (full scale) fuselage section
removed, just aft of canards.
W23 Basic B-18E-3 wing, 8549 ft2, AR = 2.436, TR = .2158, 530 LE
sweep, located as shown in dwg.
C10 Basic delta canard, 485 ft
2 full scale planform area (two panels)
V14 Basic vertical tail, 1300 ft2 fuel scale area, AR = 1.4, 40 0
LE sweep.
The basic B-18E-2 configuration is denoted by B33W25V16
B33 Body of same length and diameter as B30, but without canopy or
flats for canard fairings, so nose is a body of revolution.
W25 Basic B-18E-2 wing, 11,175 ft
2 same AR and LE sweep as W23
V16 Basic vertical tail, 2200 ft2 full scale area, 400 LE sweep.
rrhe launch-phase configuration comprising the twin pressure fed booster with
the 040-A orbiter and tank is denoted by B37R7T1902T4 or B37R7T1905T4
Twin pressure fed booster bodies, scaled down versions of the
single booster body B34, reduced in linear dimensions by the
ratio .840
Rocket engines (4 per booster)
Wedge section tail fin (half angle 50), blunt TE, rounded LE, full
scale area 283 sq. ft exposed planform, scaled-down copy of T10
tail fins, reduced in linear dimensions by the ratio .840.
MSC orbiter 040-A, modified with large vertical tail
Tlj Orbiter tank with conical nose plus small-diameter extension on nose.
Same as 0Z,in forward position
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The: Vl:J:rf;hall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel 1s on inter-
rni tt'..:nt blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
storllge to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range
from .;, to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test se ctions.
The transonic section permits testing.~t Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 t~ough 5.85. Mach numbers
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately _40°F dew
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three~stage reciprocatipg unit driven
by a 1500 hp motor •.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where th~ air temperatUre can be controlled from
ambient to approximately l800F. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraullcall~ controlled pitch sector
that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 (±lOo). Sting offsets are
available for obtaining various maximum angles of attack up to 25°.
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DATA REDUCTION
The MSFC Trisonic Wind Tunnel Balance model 232 was used to obtain 6-component
data. In addition, base pressures and balance cavity pressure were measured.
Aerodynamic coefficients were calculated using the dimensional data and equations
presented below.
The reference dimensions for the data reduction were as follows for the three
basic models (all dimensions inches or square inches):
SYMBOL SADSAC
IN EQS. SYMBOL B-18 E-2 B-18 E-3 TPFB
Model scale .0035 .0035 .003366
Reference area Sref SREF 19.630 15.03 0.660 (Body
(Theor. wing) (Theor. wing') cross section. )




ref BREF' 6.930 6.062 0.917, (wing span) (wing span) I (Body dia.)
I
Body length BDL I 7.271 7.271* I 5.323
I
*In calculating X/L, the center of pressure location, this length was used for both
B andl:B (blunt) bodies, and the nose of B was used as the origin of X.
*¥be shorl~odyversion (B32) had a length oflQ. 935. X was meas. from the nose.
For the twin pressure fed booster test, three base areas were defined and the axial
forces on the three bases were found separately, the corresponding areas being:
Desig. Area, sq. in.
Two boosters Ab1 2.532
Orbiter base Ab2 0.423
Orbiter tank base Ab3 0.660
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The orbiter tank base area includes the balance cavity area. The physical setup,
sketched below, made it impractical to measure the pressures on the annulus and
in the cavity separately. Therefore, the two cavity pressure tubes (fore and aft)






A single base pressure orifice was provided at the center of each base for the
.orbiter and the two boosters. The two booster pressure tubes were manifolded
to obtain an average pressure assumed to act over area Abl'
For the delta-wing boosters the bases were the same in all cases. The base was





Abl = 0.656 sq. in. outside of cavity




The moment transfers from balance moment center (BMC) to moment reference
point (MRP) were simple, since the MRP was located on the balance center line
in all cases. The relationsips between BMC and MRP are shown in Figure _2~_
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Base and fore body axial force coefficients were determined for the delta
wing boosters and the pressure fea. booster as follows:
Delta Wing Booster
CAF ::: CA CAB
Twin Pressure Fed Booster
CAF ::: CA - CAB1 - CAB2 - CAB3
CAB1 ::: - (Pbl Abl / qcoSREF )
CAB2 and CAB3 calculated in same manner with appropriate pressure coefficients
and base areas substituted into equation.
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TARJLATED DATA LISTING
A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data
and those created in arriving at the plotted material
quently, is available as an addendum to this report.
made up in two sections:
sets, both original
to be presented subse-
The tabular lis~ing is
(a) a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
(b) a full list of all dat~ sets containing all resident or
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
the above mentioned information.








If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog-
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
Mr. J. Ziler
Department 2780
Chrysler Corporation Space Division





T ES T MSFC 514
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PUSSUU STAGNATION THEllATUJlI
MACH NUMBER . per unit length (pounds I sq • inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.9 6.3' 7.4 99
"





1.95 7.6 11 100









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE III. MODEL COMPONENT DESCRIPTION
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - rIAl," P...essu".a .F.", /!Joos"'''' BDeliGS 837
GENERAL DESCRIPTJON: CD"_ - t:.yli.,.Jo~ -lltJt~e b~;.s. SCAled
JDW". Ve,.~;c7"S:: af +1'10 s'I'Ig'e. boos'/-• .- hDd)" SlY-





















GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Wad9Q 'Sectiol'l (So half Q~9/Q sf".e.Qw. ...
wise).. VstiJ 0" Bj7 rw;", bt:H)Sf'GIJ- DDd jet. . Foul"











Outb'd equivalent chord. inches
Ratio Elevator chord/horizontal.
tail chor~
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord


















GENERAL DESCRIPTION: C I/ppad oIlIl+tIIf p/dM-FtH-ItIt, 11#.1/- ",,~vAJ:,IIIiI.,
"'-i"" .. 1;l'Ia "heli.,..! '"fwd 11 02B I
DRAWING NUMBER:
DIMENSIONS:
Area (per pIA"" I )
Span (equivalent) PAnel 1:'s:,
Inbld equ1valent chord
Outbid equ1valent chord
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inbld equ1v. chord
At OutbId equ1v. chord

























MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - 2'JrD~....:....-_---:;;-=-----------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTfON:, Bas", a-Ie£.-3, .bDoster body il1ckJi'''I't~
Me I?S' ,.,;e,IcQT an,ill1es~ the X41 ,.oc.l<e:1 ."'9'He. s-hrolld'S.J














. "-2,,098 , ..
TABLE III. (can't)










Setme. dS B 3D except-













MODEL COMPONENT: .;;.;BO:;,;;;D..;..V_-_8...:;.'3.:z:s-.0 _
0 1 '
,
GENERAL DESCRIPTfON: Sdl'na as Bjo
full SGIfI/e..' ;?33&" l/f1Ieu:11lI 5(;41_)
e:J<c8of -wi'l-h 8 ~f.
























MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - 1'633.;;.=.;;;..:-.--;;;..::;;..-----~----------
GENERAL DESCRIPT'ON: 54"".. ca ~ 'B30 axc.e&if w/fhD&Jf'

































Outb'd equivalent chord, inches
f'!.vGlole.~
Ratio Ele~8ter chord/h8r4!8~ll .
tatl chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord
















GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Bas/c Verf/ctal 7.,-1 -For-',"~-18E~Z""'





Inbld equivalent chord, inches
Outbid equivalent chord, inches
R"'cld~rRati a il e¥8Mr chord/It.:,•....,.1 .
tail chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outbid equiv. chord
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge
Tai 11 ng Edge
Hinge11ne












MODEL COMPONENT: W ,n9 . W2::1

































Root (Wing Stat 0.0), inches
Tip, (equivalent), inches
MAC, inches
Fus. Stat of .25 MAC, ,inc~es,
W.P. of .25 MAC, inches
Airfoil Section










.. Fus. Stat of .25 MAC, inches
W.P. of .25 MAC, inches
It INBDA.k'D (Jf.' 82% OF Tf.IE LOCAL. (TI-IF:DR) :5£MI:5Po,j1\1 ?"tit: WIA/(., WAS,
UNTWISTECl ANO {jNC.4Mtfl:l?['P. TilE DurER Ill?:' 11110 caN/CAL
CAMBel7 WITN IIl!:SItf:N CL =O.:JS. ZNlfDAr-?l:1 OF BL 1.772
T~/E Tl-IICKAIt!S;; (NOT THICKNESS If'ATlO) WAS COIV~77~N7.
- 30
"TABLE III. (con't)
MODEL COMPONENT: W.ing. ~.z5"
























Sweep Back Angles, degrees,
Leading Edge
, Tra11 i ng Edge
O~25 Element Line
Chords: '
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0), inches
Tip, (equivalent), inches
MAC, inches
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC, ,inc~s '













. fuse Sta. of .25 MAC, inches
W.P. of .25 MAC, inches
11 INBOAl?lJ OF lJZ% OF THE L~'- ScM/SPAN THe WIN~ WAS'
UNTWI5T££J ANOllNCAMl5'£I?E.//. 'TilE aliTEr? Ig% !lAD COAlICAL'
CAMBEr.? WITI/ OE51C-:N C L =0.35'". INBOAPZi Of:
~L 1.772 THE THICKNESS (NfJT TIlICKNIESS E'AT/~) WAS CtJIVSTAIVr.






MODEL COMPONENT: OBSrTE..E:'s Oa.. ~ 0.5
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 41D1>IF,ED Msc 040-& O.sarzeg., ~A<.'
LSNEr'Tt1 .:fttogT§'He.p J3t &fH!r)~ vy, TRa,L, N' €.pRe AN&4€ Mtk?





















Root (Wing Stat 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC .
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC












MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - Tan k T"
GENERAL DESCRIPTJON: ()I-hlf.~ +s.III'k Wit h t;.f.)I'"ct:t I. nOSe.
'. I







































































































































































































































































































TABLE V. INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES
TITLE
Axis Systems
Positions of Moment Reference Points
B-18E-2 and B-18E-3, 3-Views and Model
Component Identification
Launch Phase Configuration 040A Orbiter
and Twin Pressure Fed Boosters
Installation of B-18E-2 and B-18E-3 Models
On Offset at 100 Setting (150 Setting Used
In Some Yaw Runs is Similar)
Installation of B-18E-2 and B-18E-3 Models
On Offset at 300 and 500 Settings
Body B37 and Rockets R7
Tail Fin T19
Canard C10
Bodies B30' B31' B32 and B33; Vertical Tails
V14 and V16























TABLE VI. nmEX OF DATA FIGURES
Longitudinal Characteristics of Twin Pressure
Fed Booster Buildup
Lateral Characteristics of Twin Pressure Fed
Booster Buildup
Elevator Effectiveness of B-18E-3 Configuration
Canard Effectiveness of B-18E-3 Configuration
Effect of Nose Shape Variation on B-18E-3
Configuration
Effect of Reducing Body Length on B-18E-3
Configuration
Rudder Effectiveness at ALPHA = 15 Degrees
on B-18E-3 Configuration
Lateral Characteristics at ALPHA = 30 Degrees
of B-18E-3 ConfigUration
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F/6 1. 80DY B 37 ANP ROCKE-rS R"/
44
F/6 8. TAIL FIN 7/<1
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H$F'C TWT 514 TPFB OZT4
MSF'C TWT 514 TPVB B3PR70ZT4
MSVC TWT 514 TPVB B37RPT190ZT4
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FIGURE-l LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TWIN PRESSURE FED BOOSTER BUILDUP
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MS~C TWT 514 TPFa 02T4
~aFC TWT 514 TPFS a57R702T4
HaFC TWT 5114 iFFS El57K(j190ZT4
MaFC iWi 5S4 iPFB El57R7TI9T4
















FIGURE-l LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TWIN PRESSURE FED BOOSTER BUILDUP
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HSFC TWT S14 TPFS OZT4
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FIGURE-l LGNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS GF TWIN PRESSURE FED BGGSTER BUILDUP




















































MsFC TIJT 514 TPl"B OZT4
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CATA :ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
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ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA ;I::T STHBOL CONF Ic;URIoUON CESCRIPTION
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FIGURE-l LQNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TWIN PRESSURE FED BQQSTER BUILDUP
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FIGURE-l LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TWIN PRESSURE FED BOOSTER BUILDUP
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FIGURE-l L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TWIN PRESSURE FED B~~STER BUILDUP
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FIGURE-l LQNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TWIN PRESSURE FED BOOSTER BUILDUP
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1.0 0.0 0.6 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 -1.0 -1.2 -1.4 -1.8 -2.0 -2.2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA ',ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
((500:01 n MSF"C TWT 514 TPFB 02T4
(E5DO~0) ~ MSFC TWT 514 TPFB B37R702T4
0::500:'0) :~ MSFC TWT 514 TPFB B37R7T1902T4
(1::500.0) ] MsFC TWT 514 TPFB B37R7TI9T4
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA t~T SYMBOL CONYI~URATION CESCRIPTION
(::50010) l.) ~Sl"C TliT 514 TPFa 02T4
1~50010) ~ ~Sl"C TliT 514 TPFa B37R702T4
(E50D~D) § ~SFC TWT 514 TPFa B37R711902T4
IE500rD) ~S"'C TliT 914 TPFS G37R7119T"
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM









MSFC TWT 514 TPFB 02T4
MSFC TWT 514 TPFB B'7R702T4
MsFC TWT 514 TPF6 637K7T1902T4
CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS

















FIGURE-l L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F TWIN PRESSURE FED Ba~STER BUILDUP
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PITCHING MCMENT CCEFFICIENT. CLM
I4ACI'l
CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
~S~C TWT 514 rp~B 02T4
MS~C TWT 514 TPFB aS7R702T4
MSFC 1WT S14 TPFB 3S7fi7T1902T4
~S~C TWT 514 TPFB aS7R7T19T4

















FIGURE-l LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TWIN PRESSURE FED BOOSTER BUILDUP
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM












MS'C TWT 514 TPFB 02T4
MS'C TWT 514 TP,8 B37R702T4
MS'C TWT 514 TPFS a37R7T190~T4
MS'C TWT 514 TPFB B37R7T19T4
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM









MSYC fWf 514 fPFB 02f4
MsFC fWf 514 fPFB B57R702T4
MsFC 1Wf 914 fPFB BS7R7Tl£02T4
MSFC TWT 914 fPFB aS7R7T19T4
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FIGURE-l LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TWIN PRESSURE FED BOOSTER BUILDUP







































I4SFC 1"'T 514 1PFB OZT4
04SFC T"'1 514 1PFa B37R70ZT4
04SFC T"'1 514 1PFB B37R71190Z14
04SFC 1"'T 514 TPFB 837R7T19T4
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"SP"C TIJT 514 TPP"(;l 02T4
MSP"C TYT 514 TPP"S B37R702T4
HsFC TWT 514 TPP"B S37R7T1g0~T4
MSP"C TWT 514 TPFIil 837R7T19T',
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CATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
(E50l1<)/ 0 PlSF"C TWT 514 TPF"B OZT4
(1::58L30) l'i. MSF"C TWT 514 TP~B 8371<70ZT'
([50[50) § PlSF"C TWT '14 TPF"B 8371<71190Z14
([,er70) 1 OATA N01 AVAILABLE 'OR ALL CONOl110NS
(I::,Ol90) MS'C 1WT '14 1P'8 8371<71190514
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~SFC TWT 514 TPrS 02T4
MSFC TWT 514 TPFS 857R702T4
HSFC TWT 514 TPFS B57R7T190?'T4
MSFC TWT 514 TPFS S57R7TI9T4


















































OATA ,ET SYMBOL. CONF"lc;UnAnON DESCRIPTION
'1:'00.01 n MSF"C lWT 514 lPF"S 0214
'1:,00 '0) 7\ MS'C lWT '14 TPF"a B37R70214
'11:'110.·01 § MS'C lWT 514 TPF"B 9371<7TI902T4
'1:980'0) I MSF"C nil '14 TPF"S S37R711914
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MSFC TWT 514 TPFB OZT4
M~FC TWT 514 TPFB B37R70ZT4
MSFC TWT 914 TPFB G37R7T190ZT4
~SFC TWT 914 TPFB G37R7TI9T4
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PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. ClM
-1.6 -1.6 -2.0 -2.2
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(12:' so I 0) 0 MSFC TWT '14 1PFB 0214
(E'SO}O) ~ MsFC TWT '14 TPFB B37K702T~
(l2:'OO.SO) § MSFC TWT 514 TPFIl B37R7T190214
(E500,O) MSFC TWT '14 TPFB B37R7T19f4
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MsFC TWT 514 TPVC OZT4
NsFC TWT 514 TPVO 051R102T4
NsFC TWT 514 TPVO 051R7T190?T4
NsFC TWT 514 TPYG OS7R7T19TG
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYHBO~ CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
IE50Gl0l [) HSFC TWT 514 TPFB 02T4
lli:50GSOl l5. 14SFC TWT 514 TPFB B37R702T4
((!5aG'Ol ~ 14SFC TWT 514 TPFIl B37R7TI90ZT4
1e:'OOfOl ] CATA NOT AVAI~AB~E FOR A~~ CONCITIONS
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MSPC TWT 514 TPFB 02T4
MSFC TWT 514 TPFB D37R702T4
MSFC TWT 514 TPFB D37R7T1902T'
MsFC TWT 514 TPFG G37R7T19T4
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FIGURE-2 LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TWIN PRESSURE FED BQOSTER BUILDUP
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FIGURE-2 LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TWIN PRESSURE FED B~DSTER BUILDUP
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FIGURE-2 LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS DF TWIN PRESSURE FED BDGSTER BUILDUP
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OA TA SE T SY"'BOL CONFIGURATION CEsCRIPTION ALPHA
(C59l'ZO) ~ "'sFC TWT 514 TPFB 02T4 0.000(059(.40) "'SFC TWT 514 TPFB B31R102T4 0.000
(050(,.,0 ) §. "'SFC TWT 514 TPFB B31R1T1902T4 0.000(05DL90) "'SFC TWT 514 TPF6 B51R1T19T4 0.000(050'00) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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MS~C TWT 914 TPF8 02T4
MS~C TWT 514 TPF8 037R702T~
MsFC TWT 514 TPFD a37R7T1902T4
"n~c TWT 914 TPFD 037R7T1974
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CATA ~ET SYMBOL ~ONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION ALPHA
(C560,0) ~ IISFC TWT 514 TPFB 02T4 0.000(0500.0) IISFC TWT 514 TPFB B37R702T4 0.000
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA (leT llTOlBC.l.
1090nO) 0.






t4lJFC TWT 914 TPFS 02T4
NSFC TWT 914 TPFB O~TRT02T4
NlJFC TWT 914 TPFO 0~TRTTlf02T4
OllJFC TWT 914 iPFB OSTRTTlfT4
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CONFIGURATION CESCRIPilON
MlWC T""T 514 iPFil 02T4
M~FC TWT 514 TPYB B1l7R702T4
MllYC iWT 914 TPYB B37R7T1902T4
MllYC iWT 514 TPYB B37R7T19T4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SZT S1MBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA
(0580ZJ) f< HSYC TWT 514 TPP'B 02T4 0.000(0'004)) MSFC TWT 514 TPl'"B BS1R102T4 0.000
(0,906) ) § MSF'C TWT 514 TPFfl B31R1TI902T4 0.000(0'0081) MOl'"C TWT 514 TPl'"B B31R1TI9T4 0.000(O,OIOJ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE P'OR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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REFERENCE INFORMATION









- 0 - a - 4 - l! a 2 4 6-Ui?
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OATA _lET SYMBOL CONrl~URATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA
(0500?01 ~ MSP'C TWT 914 TPP'B 02T4 0.000(OSOILO) MSP'C TWT 914 fPP'B Iil37R702T4 0.000
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MSrc TWT 51" TPrB OZT4
Msrc TWT 51" TPFB B37R70ZT4
MSFC TWT 514 TPFB B37R7T190ZT4
M$FC TWT 514 TPrB B37R7T19T4
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~IlFC TWT 914 TPVO 02T4
H~FC TWT 914 TPVO 037R702T4
~IlFC TWT 914 TPVO OS7R7TI90ZT4
~&FC TWT 514 TPFO DS7R7TI9T4











































































































MSP'C TWT 514 1PP'B 0214
MSP'C TWT 514 1PP'B B37R702T4
MSP'C TWT 514 TPFB B37R7T190214
HS~C TWT '14 TPFB B37R7T19T4
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MS~C TWT 514 TPP'B 02T4
MS~C TWT 514 TPP'B 037R702T4
MsFC TWT 914 TPP'B B57R7T1902T4
HsFC TWT 514 TPFB 637R7T19T4
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H5FC TWT 514 TPFB 02T4
HSFC TWT 514 TPFB B57R702T4
HSFC TWT 514 TPFB B57R7T1902T4
HSFC TWT 514 TPFB B57R7T19T4
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HSFC TWT 514 TPFe 02T4
HSFC TWT ~14 TPFS aS7R702T4
NSFC TWT 514 TPya aS7R7TI902T4
HBFC TWT 514 TPYB 6S7R7T19T4
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MSFC TWT '14 TPFB 02T4
MsFC TWT 514 TPFB B37R702T4
MSFC TWT '14 TPFB B37R7T1902T.
MSFC TWT 514 TPFB B37R7TI9T4
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
0.905
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MIlFC TWT 514 TPFa 02T4
HSFC rWT 514 rPFa 037R702T4
MSFC Twr 514 TPFa 057R7TI902T4
HSFC rwr 514 TPYO 037R7TI9T4
MSFC rWT 514 rPFa G37R7TI905T4
1.106
















FIGURE-2 LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F TWIN PRESSURE FED BD~STER BUILDUP
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MSFC TWT 514 TP.B OZT4
MSrC TWT 514 TP.B 837R70ZT4
MS'C TWT 514 TP'B 837R7T190ZT4
MsFC .TWT 514 TP.8 B37R7T19T4
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MSFC TWT 514 TP~B OZT4
MSFC TWT 914 TP~B B57R70ZT~
MSFC TWT 914 Tf,S S57R7T190ZT4
MSrC TWT 514 TP,S B57R7T1974

















FIGURE-2 LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TWIN PRESSURE FED BGOSTER BUILDUP
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MliFC TWT 514 TPFB 02T4
MsFC TWT 514 TPFB B57R702T4
HsFC TWT 514 TPFG B57R7T1902T4
MsFC TWT 514 TPFG B57R7T19T4

















FIGURE-2 LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F TWIN PRESSURE FED B~OSTER BUILDUP
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~U~C TWT 514 TP~B 02T4
"S~C TWT 514 TP~B BS7R702T';
WOeC TWT 514 TPF6 6S7R7T1902T4
"oFC TWT 514 TPFB B37R7T19T4




















































































50 55 80 a'
CATA SET SYHBOL CONF I(;URA T10N DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR CANARD
I(SOC501 l( MSF( TWT 514 1':3 B30W23C1 0 D.OOD -40.00D 0.000((SOCZO) MsFC TWT '14 1':3 B30W23C10 0.000 -20.000 O.OOD
,,'aGIo) 8 MS'C TWT '14 1':3 B30W23C 1 0 0.000 O.DOD D.ODD(0'°1901 MSFC TWT '14 E3 B30W23C I 0 O.ODO 10.000 O.ODO
iliAC" O.lIGO
REFERENCE INFORMATION












































50 15 ell ,5
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF'rGURATION DEsCRIPTION BETA :::LEvTR CANARD
ICSOJ301 ~ HSPC TWT 514 IrS OSOW23Cl·J 0.000 -40.000 0.000CC50020) MSIl'C TWT 514 I::S BSOW2SCl J 0.000 -20.000 0.000
IC500101 8 M5·C TWT 514 irS 030W23C1D 0.000 0.000 0.0001058'110) MsP'C TWT 514 "3 030W23Cl0 0.000 10.000 0.000
lUCK 1. lOG
REF'ERENCE INF'ORHATION
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
...... -+-+-+--11-1·--
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OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT '14 E3 B30W23Cl0


























FIGURE-3 ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS OF 8-18E-3 CONFIGURATION
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR All CONOITIONS
MsFC TWT '14 ES IlS0W25CIO
MsFC TWT 514 ES IlS0W2SCLO
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NsFC TWT 514 E3
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HsFC TWT 514 '"3
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cATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT '14 E3 830W23CI0
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OATA NOT AVAILASLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 514 Ell SllOWZSC1D
NlIFC TWT 514 Ell 830WZ3Cl0

















SREF 15.0'00 sa INC
LRE' 2.8500 INCHES
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MSFC TWT 514 E3
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"SFC TWT 514 1<:5
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT '14 £3 B3Dw2SCI0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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REFERENCE IN'ORMATION




























MsFC TWT 514 E3
MS'C TWT 514 E3






































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
4.959
REFERENCE INFORMATION




























MSF'C TWT 514 ES
MSF'C TWT 514 ES
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HsFC TWT 514 e:3
MsFC TWT '14 1::3
MSYC TWT 514 1::3























3REF 15.0500 sa INC
LREF 2.8500 INCM£S
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
M5FC TWT '14 Ell B30WZ3CIO
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
MoFC TwT 514 Es BSOW23Cl0
MOFC TWT '14 Es B30W25Cl0
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MSF'C TWT 514 ES
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MlIFC TWT 514 E:$
MSF'C TWT 514 E:$













































































OA TA SET llYMBOL CONI'IGURATION OEllCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR CANARO
(C58050) 9 HS'-C TWT 514 E3 B30W23CI0 0.000 -40.000 0.000,,300Z0) HS'-C TWT 314 E5 B30W23CI0 0.000 -20.000 0.000
(C580101 8 HsFC TWT 514 E3 B30W23CIO 0.000 0.000 0.000(0 501 901 HsFC TWT 514 E3 B30W23Cl0 0.000 10.000 0.000
MACH O.tOO
REFERENCE IN'-ORHATION
SREI' 15.0300 llil INC
LRE'- 2.8500 INCHES


















FIGURE-3 ELEVATCR EFFECTIVENESS CF 8-18E-3 CGNFIGURATION
























































DATA SEl SYMBOL CONYIC;URA TlON DESCRIPTION SETA ELEvTR CANARO
(C5B1501 ~ MSYC 11011 514 1!3 [3301>123CI0 0.000 -40.000 0.000(C50nZD' M'YC 11011 514 1'3 1;)301ol23CI0 0.000 -20.000 0.000
(C5811101 8 MSYC 11011 '14 E3 El301ol23CI0 0.000 0.000 0.000(0'8 .. BOI MSFC 11011 514 1'3 850w23CI0 0.000 10.000 0.000
IIACH l.Ui
REYERENCE INYORMA110N
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CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS
CATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONCITIONS
HII~C TWT 514 E' S'OW2'Cl0






















































DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONn
~S~C TWT '14 [~ OSOWZ5Cl0
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NSFC TWT 514 E3
NsFC TWT 514 E3




















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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REFERENCE INFORMATION




























MsFC TWT 514 E3
HsFC TWT 514 1::3
MSFC TWT 514 E3
CATA NOT AVAILABLE
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONf" IC;URA TlON CESCRIPTION SETA ELEVTR CANARC
( c,eOIOl ~ HSf"C TWT '14 E:3 B30W23CIO 0.000 -40.000 0.000(C,eOZOl HSf"C TWT 514 E:5 BIOW23CIO 0.000 -20.000 0.000
(C56010) 8 HSFC TWT 514 E:5 B30W23C1 a 0.000 0.000 0.000(0'01901 HSFC TWT 514 [3 BIOW2SClO 0.000 10.000 0.000
MACH 0.'00
RE'ERENCE INf"ORMATION
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OATA NOT AVAILABLE 'OR ALL CONCITIONS
CATA NOT AVAILABLE 'OR ALL CONCITIONS
MSFC TWT 514 E3 B30WZ'CIO












































































































DATA NOT AVAilABLE ~OR All CONDITIONS
HS~C TWT 514 £5 930WZ5CI0
MSFC TWT '14 £5 B30WZ5CIO
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MS'C rwr 514 E3
MS'C rwr 514 E3
MS'C rWT 514 E3
DATA NOT AVAILABLE
PAGE 12~
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MIIFC TWT 514 tl:S
MSFC TwT 514 tl:S
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET ITHBOL CONFIc;URArIoN DESCRIPTION BEU ELEvrR CANARD
,,511050 ) 9 HsFC TWT 514 E3 830W23CI0 0.000 -40.000 0.000"5tOZOl HIF"C rWT 514 E3 83 OW2SC 1 0 0.000 -20.000 0.000
(C5S0101 8 HsFC rwr S14 E3 830W2SC 10 0.000 0.000 0.000(0581901 HSYC rwr 514 E3 930W2SCI0 0.000 10.000 0.000
HACH 0.'00
REF"ERENCE INF"ORHATION
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-I'I! 5 0 , 10 IS 20 25 SO .5 40 45
ANGLE elF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONF I(;URA TION DESCR IP TION BETA (LEVTR CANARD
((50cI301 ~ HsFC TWT 514 I)" 8'OW2SCI0 0.000 -40.000 0.000(C511l120 I H'I'"C TWT 514 ES 8S0W2,CI0 0.000 -20.000 0.000
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(C~80~0~ ~ OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS(C~80Z01 CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS
(C,80101 8 "sFC TWT 514 E5 B50W2SC10IC'81~0) CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS
"ACH 1•• 59
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CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IISFC TWT 514 £3 BSOWZSCIO.
HSFC TWT 514 £3 B30WZ3CI0
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FIGURE-3 ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS OF B-18E-3 CONFIGURATION
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
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CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
"SFC TWT 514 ES BSOWZ3CI0
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIO~S
HsFC TWY 514 ~3 B30W23Cl0
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOP' ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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CATA NOT AVAILABL[ FOR ALL CONCIJXONO
~S~C TWT 514 ~S CSOW23CIO
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DATA SET STHSOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
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DATA ![T llVHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CseOSO) () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(C5e040) n HSI"C TWT 514 ES BSOW2SCI0
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CArl. NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS
HsFC TWT 5\4 E3 B30WZ3CIO
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MsFC TWT 514 ~S GSCW25CIO
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS
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OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS
MsFC TWT 514 E3 B30W23CIO




































CArA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR All CONCITIONS
M5FC TWT 514 E3 G30W23Cl0
MSFC TWT 514 E3 G30W23CI0
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CON'I'URATION DESCRIPTION
HS'C TWT 'I~ E2 e"W2'
HS'C TWT '14 E2 e"w2'
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HI~C TWT 514 C2 S33W25
HI~C TWT 514 C2 S33W25
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BU' •• 9300 INCHU
XHRP I!.IIIO IHCHE,
rHR' 0.0000 INCHE.
IHR' 0.0000 INCHE'
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